Single Sentence Summary: The paper focuses on CRMs (Customer Relationship M anagement systems) and key performance indicators (KPIs) in use for marketing issue. Abstract:
I. Introduction
M any KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) examples focus on consumer insights, financial performance, marketing, and project management. (Walczak, 2014) Consumer insights and marketing KPIs are about market growth rate that analyze awareness and retention, brand equity to say about loyalty, customer acquisition cost in form of the ratio between the sum of marketing and sales spend to the number of new customers in a particular period, customer life time value to evaluate the revenue expected to be generated from a customer, customer satisfaction index to show how products and services meet a customer expectation, a change on size of a given consumer group in a particular market and over a period of time, and social networking footprint to identify the extent to which a company is present on social media. Financial performance KPIs are about EV/EBITDA which is the ratio between the enterprise value (EV) versus the earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA), operating margin calculates as the ratio between the operating income and net sales, ROE (Return on Equity) measures of the profitability from business in relation to the equity. Project management KPIs relate to actual cost of work done, cost of managing processes, and deviation of net present value such as the difference in value between the planned baseline against the actual net present value.
For easier work with KPIs, well-known categories of KPIs exist, such as action indicators that control an organization to reflect the change, direction indicators specify whether an organization is improving or not, financial indicators used to measure performance, input indicators that measure the amount of resources consumed in generating a result, lagging indicators that present a post hoc success or failure, leading indicators that predict the outcome of a process, output indicators that reflect the outcome or results of process activities, practical indicators that link existing business processes, process indicators that represent process efficiency or productivity, quantitative indicators that are presented by a number, qualitative indicators that are not presented as a number. (Parmenter, 2015) KPIs are useful to reflect defined performance metrics for business. The reason is to have realistic and clear goals. They are categorized (The KPI Examples Review, 2016) and interest is in sustainable growth based on analysis and the purpose is to make the implementation of KPIs more successful in doing business (Fernandes & Coutinho. 2018 ). There are many KPIs to more effective implementation activities based on better knowledge and understanding of customer needs (Fróis et al, 2019) . It is very often a question of the future for small business, and it is better to look for an answer using CRM (Customer Relationship M anagement) and integrated KPIs. CRM and KPIs create a place to evaluate customer efficiency, loyalty and productivity. Here again, only optimal information brings the necessary results for other decisions. It is not beneficial to spend time with bad data that does not create sustainable growth in small business. It is about the optimal KPI hierarchy to help in choosing the optimal soft KPIs for CRM .
The optimal KPI hierarchy that sorts KPIs to multiple levels for small business is a question (problem) for this paper. For an appropriate solution to the existing problem, a literature review conducts between 2014 and 2019 with greater interest in 2018 and 2019 (chapter II. Literature review), research design specifies for work with derived data from the real situation in small business that focuses on consulting services (chapter III. Research design to solution of the existing problem), the necessary data is in the form of KPIs (chapter IV. Realized work for further analyses), and a suitable method solution adopts the basics of decision tree and Saaty's method to specify the recommended KPI hierarchy for CRM s (chapter V. Analyses of achieved results for active work with KPIs). Discussion and implication for practice, conclusion and references have their place here too.
II. Literature Review
The literature review focuses on KPIs, which have their place in CRM and have the ability to evaluate effectiveness, efficiency, productivity and quality. The first idea for CRM is that the sales quota (a minimum volume of sales to meet in a given period) and customer satisfaction is the starting point for monitoring customer relationships and their needs. M any IT users understand that this KPI monitors important processes that are critical to customers and their satisfaction because revenues need customers. Easy solution brings CRM KPIs that you must track. They focus on response time of performance indicators and relationship freshness metrics (Taylor, 2014) . Response time of performance indicators show how quickly you reach clients and other sales prospects. The conversion rate may decrease after a short time (this may be less than half an hour). Relationship freshness metrics focus on tracking the latest interaction with each client.
Another view is again about customer service. M any KPIs focus on this area to measure business success and customer service (Stillwagon, 2015; IIBA, 2015) . Verified KPIs are active issues, brand attributes, cash flow, customer retention, overall satisfaction, resolved issues, and satisfaction improvement. Active issues are about current customer requirements that are open. It is good to compare this number with the average resolution time, because if the service solves issues quickly, then it is good to expect the number to be low. Otherwise, there are customers with a higher than usual complaint volume. Brand attributes are about words that describe the brand in eyes of customers and their use in life by customer feedback. Cash flow is a financial indicator of a successful business. Customer retention is about the amount of customers who stay with the business for repeated purchases. Overall satisfaction shows the level of customer satisfaction from low level to extremely satisfied. Resolved issues focus on the categories of customer requests. Satisfaction improvement tracks changes in customer satisfaction over time.
A more comprehensive view of KPIs is visible in the rows to use CRM data for KPI measurements (Pontarelli, 2016; Kdevarakonda, 2016) . This view based on the most common KPIs, such as marketing, overall management of company revenue, and sales. M arketing builds on campaign ROI (Return on Investment) by lead source, many events and/or activities that must be done, many leads generated from internal programs, many leads generated by business partners, many leads generated per campaign, many leads convert to sales presentations, many leads convert to an actual sale, overall cost per lead. Overall management uses amount of gross profit in actual currency, percentage of all company revenue, percentage of gross profit, product revenue for existing customer sales, product revenue in actual currency for new customer sales. For sales, it is about the add-on revenue, the close ratio, the gross profit (in actual currency) by sales rep, many calls are made, many days to take to close a deal, many presentations were done, many new clients have been acquired, many opportunities are open, many official proposals are underway, many proposals are we scoping, many units of the product have been sold, the percentage of gross profit, profit (in actual currency) for products and services, the revenue (in actual currency) by sales rep, and sales look in actual currency.
There are also advices for top KPIs to improve customer experience (Campanella, 2017) . They are interested in brand mention, customer churn rate, customer effort score, customer satisfaction, and multi-channel touch points. Brand mention indicates how often business is mentioned on social media to evaluate customer experience. Customer churn rate is about the number of people who canceled or did not make a purchase. The customer effort score is about the customer effort to conduct communications and found optimal products or service. It is quick and easy to find self-help information (to find any product or service, to find ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 266
Copyright ⓒ 2019Author business contact information, and especially to buy a product). The solution is to build on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (best). Customer satisfaction uses customer satisfaction scores for the experience using a scale with adjectives from "Not at all satisfied" to "Very Satisfied". M ultichannel touch points rely on monitoring customer communication frequency cross various channels (face-to-face interactions, phone calls, emails, live chats, text messages, and social media).
Other KPIs more describes in detail monitoring, such as standard KPIs (KPIs in Customer Relationship M anagement, 2018). Standard KPIs are average collection period, average time to problem resolution, call length, cost per call, customer ratings of service, email clickthrough rate, email response rate, funnel drop off rates, installation problems per unit sales, monthly number of unconverted leads, number of complaints per month, number of customer complaints, number of escalations, number of lost opportunities, on-time delivery, sales conversions to leads, time to complete problem resolution, time to first call response, and volume of calls handled.
This view of KPIs is only one of many. There are advices form CRM vendors such as Hubspot CRM (Hubspot CRM , 2018), with advice for leads, marketing activities, opportunities, and sales. Examples of measures for leads are number of sales leads per month with their sources in form website leads, social media generated leads, and what are your other lead sources. It is important to monitor your sources of new leads in CRM . When it comes to KPIs for marketing, it is useful for website Google Analytic KPIs such as effectiveness of different campaigns (online campaigns and their ability to generate leads), number of page views, number of new visitors, number of unique visitors, social media generated visits to web site, and website visitors to web leads ratio %. Finally, examples of measures for sales opportunities are average opportunities "Open Days" for an opportunity, the estimated close dates and value, number of new opportunities and number of opportunities from clients, number of sales opportunities per month, value and number of opportunities at each stage (initial and demonstration), and value of opportunities and their number. For example, the average closed in 90 days, but for some it is more than 200 days open. Others measures include average monthly value of total opportunities pipeline (moving annual total), ensure you include any annual contracts, review win/loss reasons as a separate report, track source of opportunities and review, and track your closing ratios and win/loss reasons.
The KPI definition needs several steps to define what information is needed, define who will collect it, define the process, how to obtain it, define where it will come from, determine the frequency it needs, and define who will receive it (KPIs in Customer Relationship M anagement, 2018). Again, there are other approaches to choosing the optimal KPIs. The next approach (Leggett et al, 2018 ) is based on the following four steps: Define and quantify business goals that show how your CRM will increase customer revenues or reduce acquisition and delivery costs. (1) Formulate CRM strategies and tactics to define strategies and tactics for achieving goals and identify appropriate tactics for each important customer function (marketing, sales and service). (2) Implement appropriate CRM measures, such as customer service metrics, may include the number of calls handled per agent, or the resolution of the first call. M onitor these metrics regularly using corrective action. (3) Link CRM goals, strategies and metrics. For example, if your business goal is to increase revenue from new sources by 10%, your strategy could be to increase the average deal size by selling more solutions instead of individual products. The metrics associated with this approach could be the average deal size and average revenue per sales rep. (4) From the perspective of SM Es (Small and M edium-sized Enterprises), it is recommended to focus on three areas of activities: account activities, leads and sales opportunities (Jones, ISSN: 1430-3663 Vol-15-Issue-1-January -2020 P a g e | 267
Copyright ⓒ 2019Author 2019). For account activities, it is the number of new business face-to-face meetings per month done by each team members in the group, the number of sales calls made per day/week. Useful insights are implemented in the main KPIs for business in engagement activities, conversation rate, funnel abandonment rate, response time and timing. Leads measure the number of leads that have been generated over a period of time, but a more detailed view is recommended: referral generated leads and leads that have been generated from other miscellaneous sources, sales team generated leads, social media generated leads, and website generated leads. Sales opportunities are measured using valuation factors such as average open days for an opportunity and the number of opportunities received from existing and new clients, average value of sales, estimated closing dates, value of an opportunity against a number, value and number of opportunities at each stage of the sales process (startup, demonstration and final phase) (Pat, 2019).
M ore than 190 KPIs have been seen from this literature review. Small business owners are unable to closely monitor all KPIs. They want only a few KPIs to show up on just a few dashboards to know about the current situations. It is not a KPI of financial performance because they know very well their own accounts and active customers. From this point of view, it is a realistic assumption that there are KPIs with higher impact on the growth of a small business that has KPI of financial performance. In connection with this idea, it is a problem to choose the optimal small business KPIs in CRM s.
III. Research Design to S olution of the Existing problem
The existing problem is visible in the selection of the necessary small business KPIs. It is not just knowledge, but there are immediate procedures and settings in CRMs that support automatic monitoring and evaluation of efficiency and productivity across all business areas. Small businesses have very good information on the current situation and need to support customer contacts and product and service innovations. In this respect, it is more about soft KPIs that focus on communicating with customers to know their interest and customer loyalty.
For an overview of the current KPI situation, the literature review is given in the chapter above. For practical work with KPIs, a specific group of small businesses is identified from M oravian-Silesian Region. They have about 2-10 employers and in many cases it is a family business. They do not have any IT specialist and use CRM s through their own skills in the evening or night to work with information technology. The data is derived from the real situation in small business, which focuses on consulting services. Emphasis is placed on the selection of KPIs implemented in CRM s for small business evaluation and growth. The solution is based on the decision tree and the Saaty's method. Decision tree is well-known to use in decision making analysis and identification strategies to achieve the goal. To work with the decision tree, one needs to determine the decision rules (Kamiński et al, 2018 ). Saaty's method (Saaty & Alexander, 2015) is used for a multi-criteria decision-making approach to the evaluation of KPIs from a small business perspective. This approach was introduced by Saaty (1977 and 1994) . Opportunities -value and number of opportunities at each stage of the sales process (Initial, Demonstration, Closed) 21.
Opportunities -number of lost opportunities 22.
P rofit for products and services in currency (in Dollars) 23.
Review -win/loss reasons separate report
24.
Sales -average value of sales
25.
Website visits driven by social media the number
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The first column shows the order of 25 selected KPIs. Their names are in the second column. The next column is devoted to the description. It is difficult for small business to work with all KPIs, and some of them are unrealistic or hard to estimate by real business.
You need to decide on the optimal KPIs for the business. This process bases on a decision tree with rules (questions) that focus on the necessary KPIs. This tree creates nine questions for dividing KPIs into smaller groups on a given topic, such as customer base, brand, events with customers, calls with customers, email communications, campaigns, customer satisfactions, opportunities, and work with social networks. Please, see Figure 1 .
Fi gu re 1 . De cision tree with question to select nee de d KPIs (1) Do you have a sufficient customer base?
Decision tree for KPIs selection (2) Is your brand in good condition (well-known)? Each question leads to a KPI group for better selection from a long KPI list. The following lines show a list of selected KPIs assigned by rules from the decision tree:
(1) Do you have a sufficient customer base?: Leads convert to an actual sale, Leads convert to sales presentations, Leads generated by business partners, Leads generated by sales team, Leads generated by social media, Leads generated by website, Leads generated from internal programs, Leads generated from other miscellaneous sources, Leads generated over a period of time, Leads generated per campaign, Leads -monthly number of unconverted leads, Leads -other lead sources, Leads -overall cost per lead, Leads -referral generated leads, Leadssales conversions to leads, Leads -sales leads with their sources in form website leads, Leads (new) and their sources.
(2 Copyright ⓒ 2019Author (completed), Customers -customer surveys (sent), Customers -ensure you include any annual contracts, Customers -how fast do you reach out to clients and other prospects for sales, Customers -how many times they have to reach out to them before the clients will make a purchase, Customers -many new clients have been acquired, Customers -multi-channel touch points, Customers -needed times and number of responses from customers to know target group of customers with preferred actions, Customers -Net Promoter Score, Customers -new customers, Customers -new customers acquired by campaign, Customers -number of customers that stopped responds to the emails, Customers -satisfaction improvement, Customers -self-service rate, Customers -simply stops to respond, Customers -situations when target audience stops replying to messages, Customers -tracking last interaction with every client. Complaints -complaint escalation rate, Complaints -number of complaints per month, Complaints -number of customer complaints, Complaints -time to resolution. The following analysis focuses on working with derived data from the real situation in small business. This business has about hundreds of invoices and customers. Activities focus on business, financial, organizational and economic consulting. Brand attributes are associated with the ability to bring help and advice with wide view. The implemented activities are characterized by following KPI estimations: Calls: about twenty a week, Calls lost before being answered: units, Calls -cost per call: about CZK 10 000 per year, Campaigns: one or two (1-2 weeks), Campaigns -campaign responses: units or dozens, Campaigns -cost per campaigns: about CZK 25 000 per year, Customers -contacts with customers: about ten a week, Customers -multi-channel touch points: phone, mail, Deals -many days to take to close a deal: two weeks, Deals -needed time to close a deal: minutes (days for a new customers), Email -how many they are read: less than the third success rate (from 50 emails), Events -proposals, many official proposals are underway: units, Profit for products and services: about CZK 150 000 per year.
In this situation, there is an interest in an appropriate expansion of activities at no additional cost to increase profits for products and services from CZK 150 000 per year to CZK 200 000 per year.
V. Analyses of Achieved Results for Active work with KPIs
The first idea of this business is to do more calls and send more emails. However, there are also other KPIs targeting Brand mentions, Campaigns, Campaign responses, Customercontacts with customers, Customer -multi-channel touch points. Table 2 below shows the available changes in KPIs if small business will do 5 more units for selected KPIs. 
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To this end, the profit on KPI was specified such as profit/7 KPIs, and the profit on unit of KPI i such as the profit on KPI/number of units of KPI i (i = 1 to 7 for selected KPI such as Brand mentions, Calls, Campaigns, Campaign responses, Customers -contact with customers, Customers -multi-channel touch points, and Emails).
Estimated profit was specified such as summary of profit on unit of KPI i * number of units of KPIs across all selected KPI i , for i =1 to 7 (selected KPI such as Brand mentions, Calls, Campaigns, Campaign responses, Customers -contact with customers, Customers -multichannel touch points, and Emails):
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Another approach is based on the specification of the estimated profit volume, which must be around CZK 200 000 per year for every change in selected KPIs. For this approach, changes to KPIs show Table 3 . 
You will find from the data that the change in number of realized in campaigns (Campaigns) and touch points with customers (Customers -multi-channel touch point) may bring the best value. If the original value is greater about 5 units, then the estimated profit is more than CZK 200 000 for small business. Another approach shows that the required profit may bring with the smaller changes to KPIs (number 7) changes in the number of campaigns realized (Campaigns) and the number of touch points (Customers -multi-channel touch point). From the perspective of small business, the first idea for multiple calls and emails does not have such an optimal impact on the estimated profit. There are also some unrealistic changes because it is difficult to create more touch points for customers. Difficulties bring also changes in campaign responses, as it is hard to influence the responses for small business campaigns.
It is a look at small business. The question is whether this is an optimal assessment of the available changes in the activities of small business. The answer to this offer of Saaty's method determined how many times one criterion is more significant than the other. Two criteria are evaluated by points: 1 -criteria of equal importance, 3 -first weaker than second, 5 first rather significant than second, 7 first significant than other, 9 first absolutely more significant than second. The results are stored in the Saaty's matrix S = (s ij ), and s ii =1 and s ji =1/s ij for all i. Please, see Table 4 . 
The S-matrix is used to determine the weights v i (for i=1 Brand mentions, …, 8 Estimated profit) for individual KPI. For this purpose, the geometric average method will be used by relation (4) (Saaty, 2008) and results are shown in Table 5 . 
The resulting weights obtained by the Saaty's matrix S uses to evaluate the variants of changes in KPIs. Saaty's matrix S is also normalized to know consistency measure according to the consistency ratio (CR) specified by Saaty:
CI is the consistency index and RI is the average value of CI for random matrices using the Saaty scale (for n=8 is RI = 1.41). For our example, CR = 0.094. If CR is less than 0.10 then it assumes that it is reasonably consistent.
Discussion and Implication for Practice
In terms of small business, it is the best to change the number of realized campaigns (KPI = Campaigns) from two to seven with the estimated profit of approximately CZK 200 000. The first idea of making multiple calls (KPI = Calls) does not have such an advantage, and the same situation is with emails (KPI=Emails). The changes offered bring only a small change in estimated profit.
Saaty's method show the highest weight for Customers -multi-channel touch points, but it is difficult for small business to realize in a real situation. The above mentioned Campaigns have weight only 0.066. It is not too much, but it is more than Emails or Calls. There is a clear gap for better solution in KPIs focuses on Customer -contact with customer and Brand mentions. The small business does not think about the changes in them, but it is another step towards more profit for business development. These KPIs provide better solution than KPIs Emails, Calls and Campaigns KPIs. This is a useful solution when changes to multi-channel touch points are not available. Based on the Saaty's method, Table 6 lists the recommended KPI hierarchy.
Ta bl e 6 . 
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There is a clear recommendation from the point of view of practice for focusing on activities that bring better benefits based on KPIs evaluation. It is good to consider different ways of evaluating KPIs. Small business has limited resources and limited time to address actual needs. From a common perspective, it is good to rely also on a sophisticated method (such as Saaty's method) with a combination own preferences for selected KPIs. Based on the example of a small business, it is an advantage to go one level higher, which is visible in the first view. If small business will rely solely on own estimate, then it will only be about more calls and send more emails. This solution is at a basic level of change. However, there are more levels of emails and calls, campaigns, brand mentions, campaign responses to customers -multi-channel touch points. For our small business, there are other activities focused on campaigns and brand mentions. This approach is one or two level higher with a better (estimated) profit that small business thinks at first.
The benefit of this study is the practical work with one small business to help. This view also constitutes a constraint on this study for public recommendation, because it was difficult to predict some values or predicted values are unrealistic. As for future research, it will be about finding more cases to better clarify the public recommendation on KPIs for small business. Future research will focus on working with campaign responses and brand mentions based on artificial intelligence. The interest is to help small business to work with KPIs at a higher level.
VI. Conclusion
The paper focuses on KPIs and their importance for CRM and marketing. The list of available KPIs is long and it is difficult to select optimal KPIs by small business preferences. The work is default based on verified financial KPIs such as total revenues, summary expenses, customer revenues, and so on. However, it is also important to think about soft KPIs for small business, which are also beneficial, but not about finance. For this purpose, a representative of a small business in consulting services was selected and the necessary KPIs were evaluated. The design approach bases on a comparative view of small business, and multi-criteria decision-making with Saaty's method.
In this study, a hierarchy of the most useful KPIs for CRMs was established. The advantage is that small business moves at different levels according to own skills and available sources. This hierarchy works with five levels: emails and calls (1), campaigns (2), customer -contact with customer and brand mentions (3), estimated profit and campaign responses (4), and customers -multi-channel touch points (5) . This hierarchy was implemented on the example of small business that needed improvement, designed for emails and calls, and in addition for campaigns and brand mentions to achieve estimated profit for small business development through different levels of KPIs.
